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Dear Mr. Livingstone: 

Thank you. very much for your letter of March 16, 1981. I must 

remind you that my exposure to the President was extremely brief, 

probably less than three minutes. I must also remind you that my 

recollection of his injuries was poor. I have stated that repeatedly 

during each interview with you, with the Globe reporters and with 

the Warren Commission. In addition, my memory of the wounds has 

probably been modified by illustrations appearing in various publications 

in the interim since the assassination. You showed me a line drawing 

which was not very good; however, on more careful study of the picture 

from which that line drawing was taken, I see a large flap of bone still 

attached to the scalp on the right side of the head and everted. Probably, 

this fragment of bone would partially cover a large cranial defect in the 

right parieto-occipital area. The scalp, which was npt blown away, has 

been restored to its normal position to show the entry' wound. In doing so, 

the underlying bony defect is obscured. Under these circumstances, the 

wound in the picture is compatible with my memory. However, I must again 

remind you that I did not personally examine the President's wounds in 

detail and my memory of the wounds is faulty. You have only to read the 

Warren Commission report to substantiate that fact. I testified under oath 

before the Warren Commission that my memory was faulty but I believed that 

the wounds were on the left side of the head. If I am forced to stand by any 

statement, I shall stand by my testimony under oath. 
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and • Q. (Reads) "There was a large defect, there appeared to be bone;loss 

.train loss in that area.'' And you still stand by that? 

SLUG  
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Peters,: 	your testimony before the Warren Commission., you 

characterized the head wound as beirga-n-  the right occipital—parietal  

ilave .brou6ht along a model of a human skul?. and we would ask . 

you;  to draw on that exactly where you saw the wound. 

in that? O. Sure. 

.iiQ. We havea magic pencil here. If you would use, mind using this one, 

4). it'll. 2We can then, since we only have one of . our friends here, it's a 
littlefine point'but if you can draw it would be helpful. 

. Yeah.  I mean that's just about the way I remember it. 

.Q. I see.  That small? That's interesting 



n the parietal than the occipital, then.', . That's'considerably further 

• • 1 

ES) 

C): Q. Well some people, some of the drawings of it that we"ve.seen somewhat. 
._. 	..,, 

A.  Ohl.  I'know that 's bigger than that now because I've seen the x—rays  

but.  that the way  remember it, see.'  

. This is the:occipital area right here,,see. .It'  well down 

0 think occipital—parietal decribes it pretty well.  

have that flat drawing there. The large one? 

think you might be right, maybe I could come down here a little. 

Could 'you just duplicate it in terms of this flat drawing on the. 

t

▪ 

 'aybe we"d better.-  

drawing.  it just the way ,I remember it, looking at it that day. 

O. OK. - I'll put your name on this, Dr. Peters, so we'll know this was 

(.) your. Does this conform to the, does the skull drawing conform to the 



CO. A. No,that's fine. And Dr. Perry was across opposite the president's 

chest on the left side where he was massa-ging the heart and directing the 

efforts. 

0. So Dr. Baxter was on your left? 

cy paper drawfng in your mind or should the 5kull (drawing) be lower. 

Weill:perhaps- the skull drawing should be  lust Perhaps a centimeter Or. 

No, that's 'lust a.bout right, I'd say, that's lust about  right. It might 

that'skull occipital bone comes up  

.guite proportionatelyx_in the skull that you have, but that's lust about 
, 	. 

'the way that I remember it. I'll stick with that. 

Q. W 
s. 

0 that 

don't need to and d.on't. wamt to rehash everything that went on in 

trauma room that day because obviously you've put- yourself on record 

several. times oficially. Could you just though just outline for us what 

yoursortof vantage point, your angles of view were, in looking at this 

. Well, the President was lying in the supine slight Trendelenburg  

position„- and I was standing_  most of the time on the fight side of his 

7: body. Just about  the level of his abdomen, and Dr. Baxter was just 

superior to me on'the left side, on  the patient's right  side, that is. 

. Find if I shut the door? 

a little bit lower, I'm not sure 



„.• 

i can ,lust ,go back. den. 	Sir. 	WP can.  't proye,to ary of, our 
- 	. 

--::satisfactiop:it this .moment that the:t drawing is in fact 'accurate an 
; 	 * _ - A 	• 7 

0 completely represents a photograph en which it was based;-:if we' assumed i 
. 	, 

were if":itr-turned out * that it were, and if we •  assumed it-'were, would 

are:you-saying:you stlill could believe that that pbotograph..shows:.the head 

,-.-asyou-'saw--it?ased*-on the way” it migl'it have been turned or whatever,- or .-- 
. . 

snot? 

what I carry  n my mind's*  eye as - IA.' Well„ this drawing does not represent 

beingLthe n*atIrreVf-the-W-ound.—However, ti-e head is in 	different 

'position in'this drawing and the wound of.„: the presumed wound f entry we 

:did not see.'  * And that is obviously one of the major purposes of 

drawing, ,to illustrate the -wound of entry. 

•'! 

0 Q 

A.' And so the head is in a different Position here than it was when 

() President Kennedy  was lying  in the  supine Trendelenburg  position when 

attempted to resuscitate him. 

. OK.  A 	given that are you saying in fact that,  are you or are you 

not saying that could not be the Presdent's head as_you saw it? 

A. Well,. I don't think  I could say that. I think one of things the author 

was trying to depict is probably pretty accurately depicted here, the 
0  
',,-- -;'wound of entry.  The wound of exit, if I may call it  that,  is.not as  

0 

• ' 

we 



-.remember it. 

blicked'out for purposesof makingit less undesirable to look at, it  

would be' close.  tobeing  accurake. If  that is meant to be hair then 

would say that that is not accurate. 

. 	This black area beneath the thumb 	of the hand 	shown elevating the scalp 

there. !Phis area right in here.  If tat were depicte  
V

d as brain tissue, 

() then it would be close to being very accurate  I  would say, 

I don't recall that specifically, but almost every month someone comes 

by to talk to us, you know. 

• 

. Are you familiar with the name? lie's written his new book called 

s'Best Evidence..' 

Q. Do you recall_being interviewed about two or three years after the 

0 assassination by David Difton? 

not familiar with the book. 



.,The way ,I read this (Lifton), maybe you 

-than me reading-at.to you. The'way 	read 	  • 	. • 	...  

0 the center -  of.  the gaping wound - that you' did see was 2.5  centimeteis't t 

Tight of-the'ocCipital protruberance. 

wouldn't's y that was thr center ofit. I would sa A. Well, 

about where-it began. -Yeah. 

look at Specter's nuestion. (reads) :''Did • you notice 

belowithe occiput, say in this area below here." Well,:what he' 

A.. Yeah. 

_any holes.  

he was pointirg to the neck, which'is what I 

Specter, see, wanted to know if I had 'seen-the 

was he pointing - to? • • . 

() don't know. But  

it was there. 

,,, because he had been there a few minutes, and 

Now Dr. Perry might be able to respond to that better, 

so had Dr. Jim Carrico, 

1 
 

my. impression at the time that none of us knew that 	( 

(moR7) 

-wound in the neck, which was the first wound of entry. Do you understand 
- 	- 	• 

,;,:what %.rhat I'm saying?  See the bullet went in 'ere jback (I  shoulder' and came  

out here (throat. That was the first  wound of entry. And he wanted to  

.know if I had seen that, and we had not,  because we hadn't turr.ed him  

',over. - I had not seen it, at leas.t. Whether Dr. Jenkins saw it or not, I 



. What I  actually though 	'attending ?resident Kennedy  at the time was, 

hat—he had had a'bullet wound that came in his' neck and had hit the 

- PAGE: 	1.2 

. Asto the bottom half of that picture?' 

see because that was a reasonable. 

You said that defied imagination. 

after all I didn't know how many learned, of, course, since then, you know, 

shots had been fired oranythinr. 

. That was a:wound of entry and a wound of exit, tholgh, see? And I've 

0 Q. But I think you said at the time, you were hypothesizing that to the 

';.Warren Commission, you said that that would be difficult. That would tax 

• ‘: - the imagination. 

Yeah, but with the high velocity of the missile striking, you'd think 

it would just go right on through. rut bullets, when they're coming in at - 

O. high .velocities' 'get deflected in strange ways, sometime. I've seen them 

:deflected internally into blood vessels in the body. And zip right down 

blood vessel once the pathway was started. l'ut that's wat we thought 



to e el. 	bacl: Iron Fets ,!sdo., •that we learned that there was a 

wound in the back of the neck that ad tone through,' see? -.And tha t he had 

`been' hit twice, and of course the Zepruder film subsequently showed,: that 

;page, and tell me if that 's squares with what you told him? 

. Could you examine the last half of that (Lifton passage) though, , . 	, 

• Well„ 	says, (reads) "and I didn't see any wound back there: 

was true.' I had-n t seen' it . Because  I hadn't  looked .  He doesn.',t go 

 

-.ahead and add Ih-at--..-. -That—would—have„ sure clarified it if he had said, -".. 

	

,.„ 	. 	,  	 - 	 , 	._. 

;Y `didn't' see any wound back there because we -did not examine 
'. . ....:- ,''' 	' 	.1: 	. 	' 	• ' 	

_ 	. , 	 .. 

President's r eck at that time " jreads) ""In others words, the woun ,,. 

you saw 	the occiput was low enough  that he'd already be down in the 

neo-k." ' That 's correct. In other words„ 	wound of entry much below 
 

- here.,  would , 
 have been almost down the neck. - You know- if you had a person 

: here with 	coming up to the  back of his. head and everything,  if he 

were shot right about there that would be the  neck.  As you look at 

somebody frombehind, see. But what I think is, based on what we've 

learned, this is, the wound of entry and that w.es the wound of exit and 

there was a second wound about here that went 

0 front. 

out through the trachea in 

,Q. When you were hypothesizing that possibly a bullet might have hit the . 

spine 'and deflected up. Were you thinkir of a wound coming from behind 

or from the front? 

C.: 

( MOR E) 

() 



the wound in the back, even seen 

SLUG:, KENN'EDY20 

• From _behind. 

Q. Fecause at that point you hadn't 

one? 

. Well, I'd seer this wound here. 

that 

Q. So you were just thinking that so'newIlere there had to be another wound 

in order to commit this? 

A. Well, sure. That was a wound of exit. Where was the wound of entry.? 

Q. It couldn't have been through the throat and then up? 

A. Yes. Uh, huh. It could have beer, see? At the time we thought that,. 

yes. See, we thought, remember, it had come in and hit the vertebral 

spine and been deflected out through the back of the hkad. But it's not 

,1,,too likely.: 
	

C` 

. Is that what you meant by taxing the imagination. 

A. Yeah. 

w Q. Rather than coming in from the back an0 up? 

C) 

'" A. Well. 
C).  

() 0. You suggested that too, didn't yr.A? 

C 

C 



.. -,;4;'What:I ',thought - 	the time was,.a.s I told he had been shot in you, that 

•the neck.See,"At .was only, it was going to be a few hours. before I would • 

tthe'..̀ bullets. - were fired from behind. I thought, .seeing the 

•••• 	••• • 	:•'  

patient'  Ofhad -lust walked in now—andsaw:ia..patie.nt like.-Ihat:who,had 
- 	 . 	- 

'small=. holein -his neck and a large:wound. in the back._ofhis head,71.would 

, 	• 
avethought,Ihebullet had entered here and.:exited_through,the back of 

	

hishead.H:-Thatrwhat 1 :thought at "the 	'But.:thenr.when :we ,began t 

-get'more information,̀  that there was a wound -ln the back of .the .neck~, and 

', al.so • a[,,second hofe7Wa.S—fOund—in-  the skull, and I learned the 'President had::  

1peen'shot'twiceC.  Why, there were other explanations that appearedApbre 

rational.-  

e show you another draWing now, 

'this yours? Yes, just put it back there. I'll take that book, if 

You might want to read that book, you're in , it quite a bit. 

- can I ask you' to look at this, Dr.  Peters? This is  a  drawing done  

n'artist for book based on the description of the head  wound given' 

. McLelland to the Warren Commission. He didn't Tpare it. But 

someone using his words drew this, and this is that interpretation. 

.—You've •probably'seen that. The rear head wound.  How does that sguare 
. 

with  your recollection? 

It's not too far off.  It's a little bit down  in  the occipital  

,'area„ is what I would say. It might be dust a little_bi.t  low. But it's_ 

(MORT) 



Q. You've put. How about the size of the wound? Is that 
"vughly 

• 

• 

not too bad, it's a large woundi: and that's  what we saw at 
e time. 

accurate? 

A.  I would say that it perhaps is a little more near the
line in this 

0 
size and shape of this wound, crly  you ?eve placed it. 

Q. Do'you find? Those, (his skull drawing vs. McLelland) t. 
_Ny  eye, lock 

guite different. Are they not so to yours? 

i A.  Well, I would say that it's a little bit lower in this (11.„\wg  
in than 

would have drawn it ?ere. 

. How much lower? 

two or three centimeters.  

Q.  So you - recall It is it fair to se.v t?at you recall  
thy, same C 

T,, t 

- C) drawinE than I remember it. But it's not too far off. • 

•;;4 
. You remember it being further, to the right, is what You 	saying?  

A. Well, let me.  put it this way.  It wasn't quite as open  

it was a little bit more UD on the occinital—parietal area. 

drawing. 

_the left, and  

an this 



.  Two or three centimeters higher  en tbe head? 

lust sivoly higher? 

. 

) 

.;4 4 • 	 4'ft's No2 	s 

And further t the side, 

little further to this right side. Let 

-. 	- 
a square, more-of a. 

so far to  the left. This part .:‘thislrw'ay':'- It- doesn.t go quite 

would 

trapezoid, trapezoidal. 

o,  or three centimeters.' end side 1. 

:_you just said, and not so much to the left, Dr. Peters? 	( 

C 

r• 
Somebody,  a researcher, you've probably talked to a lot of these people 

.over'the years2  sent you, somebody named Farrison Livingstone sent  you 

:this.same drawing and you apparently  sent him  this reply,  marking that X 

the location? Is that familiar to you? 



that as the location of the wound, roughly? 

.  In other words, the X to me indicates about where the wound was  

than it coming down' suite so far.  

,Q. Well that X, again I guess he just asked the 

ilittle bit confused, doesn't that X represent a lower wound than you've 

drawn on this skull? 

ather 

same question, I'm still a 

think the X is about where the wound was instead of being down so No,  

,far. 
0. 

( 

.  IUnderstand„ but doesn't that  X  there, that you've drawn. represent a  

ower wound than this (taps the skull)  that you've drawn. In other words. 

:This is a lower wound than  I  have  drawn for_you toclay,  that's correct. 

..That's,correct, but I'm saying. 
- 	: 

0, 

0" 

0 

0 
A.  Fut the'X is about where the wounl was. The Y  does not imply that that_ 

wound 	_exactly correct. The X applies about where  __I thought the wound 



unh. 'A Unh 

fellow. 

know.  But that X still appears to  be lower on the skull than the one 

you have 	us, no? 

level. 

That's rights"-it did extent that - far anteriorly, that's the parietal  
C) portion. But occipital—parietal still characterizes it I think. 

All right.  - Showing you a final drawing itattimerl Prepared by someone 

who— viewed—the°autopsLphotopraphi  this is hia  characterization of the 

d it's above the ear.. 

. See, here's the earl.  and right here's the ear on this 

..head wound. How does this seen to you? 

.  Well, this drawing that you've  shown  re here,  looks, I would say  the 

:wouncCof entry looks/  oh., not  too far off/  maybe a little bit, maybe a 

centimeter higher than I would have put it but I would envision that I 

would see more back in the occipital area than is depicted here. The  

.parietal involvement seems pretty good. I would have ended it about where 

is here and I would have gone back a little bit more this way,  if I had  
i
t (Mop;) 



one that-there.  is. no  occipital—shown, s that correct? 

-Could I sketch that in for you what I would have 

Yeah. "All right. 	do have other copies.  It's fair  _to say on' that  

t doesn''t 'show much occipital involvement in "this drawing here.1 

There's a little more how I 

II, but if one qould compare it 

would have envisioned 

to the actual x-rays, 

• Do you recognize that drawing,_have  you seen? 

. It looks'like one out of Dr. Lattimer's book. 

0 Q. It is, it'i 

. And so I suspec't that it's pretty accurate. 

. But you do feel that as far as  memory goes, that in fact it was a 

little bit further back on both marlins than-he's nlaced it? 

.-Yes, I would say_ that when I saw the drawings in Dr,Lattimer s_book,_ 

1.21.toisay_th.a,t_the_pdrital_involvemert_was_more_extr?nsIve_thn_i_ 



maSsage t 

skull-and 

the skull 

e heart with our hands, w2 st.:!pped_llp_andlookinsidethe_-1 

note in  my  own  mind of where the'wound was  in made 

Q._Was'that wound then, I would gather, readily visible, even without 

'moving the President's heads as he ley  on the back of the head. 

that's"right, that's right. That s why I think:that:this 

far_offLright here. 

Q. Didisomeone 	some point pick 

get a closer look at.it, to see. 

the head in some fashion 

A. yells  I think we inspt,cted it carefully but I don't think anyone 

actually lust, after we started the resuscitative efforts, picked it up 

moved it around much, at all. I couldn't  say,  though. There were  

several'people in the room, and we were paying attention to what we were 

doinE I didn't' noticeHanyone move the head. . 

.  Put you would say you had a good opportunity to examine the head wound?  

1 

Q. You.may.have'seen this photograph. or tracing of a photograph, to be 

more precise, published in one of the appendices of the House Committee 

(vOR-0 



report..on 'page 124 there. It purports to be a rear view of the 

,.:.,president's`head,.a tracing of a photograph taken at the autopsy. 

light of what you've lust drawn for use  does that tracing of a 

0 photograph SIda -Doxl,  which again purports to be accurate to the hair, 

conform to what you  saw of the President's head. 

.0 A.  Well, it doesn't' look guite like what I had in my mind's eye, but i 

show one thing,  I think, that's important. It shows what may be a does 

11.:wound of entry i the occipital  area. 

You're  referring- to the cowlick  area? 

. That's right.' And at the time  that President Kenneriy_was treated 

Parkland Hospital, we did not know  that the wound of entry  was there. We  . 

saw during'the'few brief moments we attemnted to'resuscitate him, the  

it was  the large  wound,_about 7 

cms. in diameter. I estimated it at the time. 

u re referring to the gaping woune that you've iust drawn? 

.  That' 'correct, in the  occipital—parietal  area.  

And later, when the autopsy was done in Washington, we were told, and 

it has been documented by others, that there was a smaller wound in the 

.':skull which we had not seen at the time we attempted to resuscitate 

President Kennedy. Presumably that was a wound, a tangential wound of 

.entry, and the large wound that we saw was the wound of exit. 

() wound of exit, I must presume, because 

t 	- S.-. 0 aril fin 



A.  Well, this 

.Would you.characteri.ze what you've drawn here 'in layman's terms, 

the,phrase Occipital7parietal. Hardly laymen's terms, actually. I 
0 	4 	 , 
.-7-Acnow,',it's_medic'il'Aerms.  In laymen's  terms would youcharacterize 

Q you drew as teing.  

 

the right rear  of the head? • 

 

.1.14 ,71t's more than just in the rear.  It's 	in the rear andto the' 

:side,Ahat's theparietal area. So it's in the back and the. side,  of the  

I would say,  in laymen's erms. 

AhaA,picture is accurate, say. assume,Ws an accurate' 

,,•. rendition of a'photograph, that drawing there'on pare:104 of the House 

Committee, appenlix 7.  There does appear, though, to be some 

0 'inconsistency  with what you recall  of the . way_the  head looked. 

.  Yes, however, I do note that in this drawing the President's head lgoks 
; 

‘() like it's been  lifted up and twisted  slightly,_so that mav give a  

different perspective than when  he was lyinc.straight and vertical  
0 
,,;,position, straight in the  supine position,. I  should  say, and so,  looking  

() at the drawing here, one doesn't see  that he  could look  directly_in  and 

see the brain, which we could do at the  time of the injury, It may be 

that the artist depicted it that way for a certain reason, which is known 

(mo) 



- C 

C 

.•But if that,'-;let's assume just fnr.the pUrposes 
• • 	• 	- 	- • ..• 	.. 	• 	. 

0 -2that•were'a-photgraph, rather than a drawing. • 
• 

argument, assume 

.''But 	isn 

Q. OK.- -But it s .puTported to be a tracing made from a photograph.-7And 
. 	• 

.1;  people 	 - who'haveseen - iC,that it's accurate-to the hair, people'  who say 	 - 

seen the actual autopsy photographs, say that there As 

accuracy of that tracing. 

.  Wells'I know that that daz when I looked in the President's heeds  I 

could see the brain,  and I can't see it looking  at the back of this 

Now it may be that it's turner! away from me. 

- V 

. Because they're attempting to deTlict that by  this flap of bone lying_ 

here at 'the side in the drawing.  

• Some of the doctors have said the president's head was lifted up and 

that a light was shined in the rear of the head  to examine the wound more 

closely. Do you recall anything like  Cret? 

'A.• I don't recall that. 

errlYedt• 

But someone mijht have done tbat_beforeL.I_ 



.All right.,` Can I-read you this other-passage. Let me just step in for 

second... ';;I haVe darken'ed the line you drew there, Dr, Peters. :Is that 

centimeter lower. 

. Yeah. :•,And_ you`, could argue with me teat maybe-I should have it a 

-.butTthat's:pretty much it.. If you'd like for me to make 

iN 

ilrst  (in Warren commission test!monyi you ,•. 
, 	. 

occipital—parietal. 

say occiouti  and then  you c2_ 

A.  Yes, ell, I think I was just trying  to be more accurate.Occipital—. 

:parietal is what I would say. 

still:accurate?;Is_that still the same line you drew? - 

the way you feel it ought to b 

() A. Well, it wouldn't be much different , but I'll make it there. 
- 	

• 
,wouldn't change it.  That's the way I remember it at the 

;what I want to  put. Whether that proves to be accura,te by  the x—rays or 

not I could care less. 

. Let me just read you this one firal,section lof Lifton) continuing on  - 

time and that's 

O.-  from.  that. 
..„., (reads) ''I asked Peters what he thought Specter meant by that 

z,question, 'by a hole below the occiTut.' 	'It was my impression,' Peters 

:,:Ytold me, 'that he was referring to the wound at the back of the neck, and 

(MORF) 

g 



:I'didn-'t 'see 'any. wound back there.' I asked, In other words, the wound:  

'-T- you:saw'in',.:therbcciput was low enough that if Specter went any lower,•he'd 

already be'"„down inthe neck.' 'Yeah, that's right,' replied Peters. I . "  

should have known this from studying Grant's Atlas ofAnatomy-etcbut. •   

'understood completely during My-call to Peters. To eliminateany 

'. misunderstanding,- I rephrased my question'. Picture a 'wound located 21/2 

centimeters tothe.'right of the external occipital protruberariceZ' which 

.as_yo-know'is where"they said the ertry wound was  in the  autopsy___ 

readsl''This was Humes' location for the entrance wound, 2.5 centimeters 

 

- 	 .. 	 -• 	.... • . 	 • . 	. 

';_to the right and then slightly  above. 'Where  would  that be 
• - • 

where you saw Kennedy's wound?' 'That  would be  about the center of it 

relation''t 

maybes' said Peters." 

.  Yeah. I can draw where I think t},at_would_be,- 

Q. Well now - wlen you say that, are you referring to the gaping wound or 

the entrance wound? 

A. Here's what I would say. See, I dou't know where that hole (entry) 

was. 

ou never say it. 

A. No, we didn't turn the President over. So, but I suppose it must have 

0 gone in with the head down there like r-at. You know, that's just a 

guess, but I would say. 



We ,?10-!HThe wound in the neck is down here. We didn't see:that either see. 

()- didn't know about this wound or this wound at the time. 

. Maybe I'm not making myself clear.  Then you're talking  about the head 

the centerof it.,:maibe_,"- you'rer-ferring  to the waund that v(2,u 

of the'entrance'holei.  aren't you?  Aren't you'referringjo-the gaping  

wound there? 

O.  Well then - this is not 2.5 centimeters to the right of  the occi;Y/al 

protrube'rance the wound that you've drawn,  is it? The  large'wound. 

yeahi 	think  so. Welr_i-maybe not 72-5, but pretty  

e external occipital protruberance:right here, 

. Is that -.J. ,that-  lower point? 
• 

Right here. 

Right. Well, your wound. That's the bullet hole: 

• 

the wound of entry. 

Q 	'That's not the wound you're referring to here? 



1.A. Alright, row. 	Just a second. 	See, part of that is what Mr. L.ifton or ,  

KENNEDY2( PAGE: 

-woun you're referring to this large exit) wound,right.? This 	' the 

.only  wound you that saw. 

rephrased 

. Let"me.interupt you a Lsecond: Let's go backabove'Ahat'.juSt 	'mintite. 

o up there
. 
 where..7it„'says Specter asked me about, 

(reads) 	asked, 'In others words, the wound you saw in the occiput 

was low .enough,' that if Specter went any lower, he'd already be down .' 

the neck.' 'Yeah, that's right,' replied Peters. I should have known 

from studying Grant's Atlas of Anatomy." 

whatever his name'is,' is saying, but. what I thought that he was referring 

to was the neck wound. at that time. You see, we dia find out almost • • 

immediately after President Kennedy was taken to 'Bethesda that there was a 

hole in the neck that we had not seen at the time. Now Dr. Jenkins, I 

believe, has said later that he did see it.• But I did not know that it 

`was there at the time that we resuscitated President Kennedy.  There is 

,therefore„ _ there _ are _ two_ wounds _ thet _ we _ didn't _ knowabout at the time. 

Thf-_one in the neck posteriorly and then w hat was subseqUently  found.  

_underneath the hair, the wound of entry in the occiuttel, area on the right_ 

-s5de, 



's this new book.. 

like to lust read you the 

if it's accurate. The first 

quotes you at some lengtllj  

if you-could tell me 

telephone-conversation with you. 

quote, he says he 

.That's all-U.do'remember is. I think he was in Florida or something. 

e called me fromloniifffahc-e;- 

• You saidj  Ireadsl "I could see the_ hack of his head ouite well. The  

'whole occipital area was blown out.'' 

that isn accurate at all. The wound was an occipital7parietal 

'.*wound. 

was showing.'' 

4 
• I "m sure that I must have said that before Mr.:Lifton interviewed me. 

Q.  He (Lifton) goes on to Quote 
• C) . 

,.impress upon me the location of 

you  nis way, _Ireadl 	Trying_to 

the wound he saw, rr. Peters said I'd 

0 willing to swear that the wound was in the occiput, you know. I could 

the occipital lobes clearly, and so I know  it was that far back on the 

I could look inside the skull -,d I thought it looked like the 



cerebellum was injured - or missing because the occioital  lobe seemed to 

A.est'almost-on'the foramen' magnum. Now I didn't put my hand 'inside his  
,• 	. 	• 	 , 

headand-'1ift up i the occipital lobes, because I wasn't about to do that  
, 

nder'the circumstances. But' it locked like the occipital lobes were  

:- 	
__ &   

resting on 	
_ 

- 	 m the loramen aUm. ---It .was as if something underneath them 

;that "actually kept them up from that a little ways,'name]y  the cerebellu 

-and brain'"stemi'might have been  injured or missing."  

I would sax that's pretity accurate about what I thought at the 

G,:time. But Dr. Iattimer from New York  _who was privileged to view'the 
',autopsy'findings told me that the cerebellum did appear to  be'intact, 

f I say,  what I have reasoned since then is that probably  what had 

happened was that part of the cerebral hemishere had been  shot away,  which 

caused the occipital lobes  you see, to fall down. So rather than the 

props underneath it being destroyed.  part of it was actually  destroyed. 

Is that clear? If I :can draw that for you. 

if we look at the back of the,brain, I'm afraid I'm not much of an 

;artist, but this is a rear view. And I ttought that perhaps some Of this  

0 part of the brain was missing, see, and bad caused this part to fall_ down, 

that'clear?  But instead,  _I think what had haDpened is,  that part of 

-;this part had been blown out from the inside and actually caused it to 

AD appear skrunken because 	some brain 	tissue 	was actually missing from this 

side. And that this cerebellum, which I  thought was one was actually_ 

intact, Do you see? 

• 



Some:of the'loss of this stuff' ic here caused the brain to fall down,. 
. 	- 

-.--and having seen some pictures of the Zapruder film since. You have to 

.'-7 •,: ;
jemember,".r rve:been,an'American all this'Aime,too. And so I'm,subject to 

what-_I'velear4edfrom reading and:..looking since. So ,Ithink in'these 

examples you v.e'Tead to me, one isAust an almost exact quote of what I 
2 	 ' 	 _ 

'thought,'Jf-Iyou.had'interviewed:mefive minutes afteryards,.. The other, is 

tempered a'little'bit by what I too have learned, you know, in the.'. 

• - 
ould xou have seen 'the foramen magrum.jthough?  

, Q, I see what you re Saying. 
• 

A.  No, 

, :resting on - 

0...show "you. 

.And -Ididn't say that I saw it. I said it  appeared t 

since I know that. 	Let me open that:up and I"11 that area 

Unfortunately it's glued shut. 

.' Okay well, you can probably see it. Here it is right here. And so 

thought, see, that this, - I could see this was resting down here so I 

1 0 - thOught - the- cerebellum might be gone. Rut instead, It was probably the 
' • 	• 

1 	','brain that had'c.ome down some from, part of it that had been destroyed 
C): 	 • 	

• 

::from the effect -of the high velocity missile wound. 

. Did you see any cerebellar tissue at  all? XT"  
r 

(MOR7) 

+, it  
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."No,,r no. I just thought it was missing but it was probably because the 

, tentorium over it was ' intact,  you see. And  it was occipital and 'parietal 

o - cortex -of the brain  that was missing. 

OK.  Let me  ask you,- there's another Section'here„"he iLifton2 quotes. 
• 

First - of all he Quotes a brief dialoge between you and Arlen Specter, the  

person who interviewed you, where  you did refer to it as  being‘in the 
.1 -, 

• • 

<i.defect in the occiput.", 	.1 

..(reads): "Specter,, 'What did you  notice in_ the occiput?' Peters. 'It 

- .seemed to methat the right occipital—parietal area,- that there was a  

tc1,.large defect. That there appeared to  be bone loss ar~d brain loss in the  

area. 

Q. (reads) 	you notice any holes below the occiput? Say, in the area 

:below here?' 'No I did not.' 

e asked me that question? 

Yeah. The entry wound. 

ire knew somethin:=; at that time that T didn't krow. Yeah. 

0 

occiput„ You said,- ouoting  you now ireads1,"I noticed there was a large  



Lt t. 	 of President eovne,7'y's skuTf, I presume that they're 

ti  
got anything else. Well, I guess, just whether .you might 

can turn the tape off. This will conclude the 

etiers"" 

rather , than',an*injury to the cerebellum. 

observations have been pretty much accurate.' 

A. Due to a loss of brain substance from the occipital and*  parietal • 

Otherwise I think. my •.: 

.Could - you, is there anything you can suggest. We wo_uld at least like .,t 
be able to speak,in a very brief fashion with.for instance, Dr. 

i..Ienkins, Dr. Clark.' 

.:We haven't had any luck in even getting them to take our calls. Well, 
who called you back'indicatinE that. 

:j' 1,i.  
0 - RE'd-6?"1V.:-Petel,F,"Iii'tei,VIe;:r:"'iliii,d"4i;e: 

(END) 

A. You'll just have to ask them personally. 
• 
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T:DIRASO:4 RPVISOR:BRADIE;06/12,12:12 -  
PSG:7"r. Marion T. Jenkins intvw . 	 - 

, 	. 	 11„,\ A-00121414 
AiltenYeViltrti::7WMOirt:"3"fgMgiid7ffOUYUY7T4TY -S747,gff,_ 

Q. How about if me.provide you with a transcript.`Yes, sir. 'We"reftrying 
determine' whether there is a real corflict between the descriptions of 

head•'wounds7of - the President that come out of Pallas andthose that - then' - IV'.  
0'. - later_were,-  you .know,-came out of the autopsy and were published in the 	C 

official 49cuments.''And. when' you leo% at them, and read the Warren '• 
,':.J:, (Commissi.on)-  testimony - and so forth, there appears to be ..at least' a 
4) ltension,•-and.there'have been some suggestions that it's more than that. 

-,..;!That's,- andpart:of. the problem obviously is the indefiniteness of any 
description -when you try.  Jo translate it to what people saw, and 

.0:.recreate - that...- -That's one of the reasus that one technique .we've been 
-trying:to use, is to get people to draw-whet they remember on the skull, 

6 terms. of:the location of the head wounds, wound or wounds, •thatAhey•' 
,'saW.::We've'also been following that up, we're trying to, for backup 	•-' 
• - purposes, to get-a 'similar drawing on a flat profile. of a skull which we': 

• 
 

have -• 	 . 	 • 
Did iou'have4 good chance to examine the head wound that davl.  

.,).:,p)octor? 

.` Weill  you know,  we didn't o-very  much examination. We were treating: 

A. Resuscitating a patient at the time. When you try to compare the • 
.':Warren Commission report:with others, let me ask you, I haven't read 

C) 'anything about this except one- thin;::. With all the literature, all that's_ 
-,been written about it,- I avoid it. except what gets dropped on me, except 
-.for the report of Dr. Lattimer, who did this study, and I think it's, he 

0 responded to an interview I had with the American. medical News, and so •- 
wrote me about itand• sent me a cop: to show I was wrong in judging what 
'' art of the 'brain-  was hanging out. Whi -lh is all right, which shows that I '• 

-0 wasn't that:•careful about the examination. Put I gather from that, that 
the Warren Commission never had a chance to examine either the pictures or 

• the x-rays or the body, is that right? 

C. That's. our, understanding. Well. 

0 A. Then .whyfwould we be. 

0.-  Well, 'I-'don't know if they had a chance or not. The Chief Justice 
Ap_ ordered the autopsy photos impoundee until the year 2.077,P. and the people 

who did the autopsy never even saw the thotographs. Only a handful of 
people have seen them. 

0 

A. I understand the Warren Commision made their report without seeing them. 

describe things when it was available, and they didn't have it.  Sc if now 
also, you can see what a difficult position they would be in to try to 

you're 	trying to reconcile what the warren 	Commission 	coniectured from 

forensic  petholoEtsts saw when they examined all the evidence, well, they_.̀
couldn t be the same, 

talking to a lot of us, in comparisor_w!th whet Pr. Iattimer and the three  

0. 
• 

0 
i 

(M0P71 
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4 	Well-,:'we re:rially:Alot:concerned•Ath the' Iattimer or th
e Warren 

Commissionrrightnow.: -Y„-.' • 	' 
..- • 7 , --, ,:i . 	.,',;1 ( . 	, 

e - Well,..YOU ' have....to b ,:they're the only two official things that 

come - out 'on''71.A.-   
• ,,.. 	:; .,.i." 

®.;
‘i.1Q.'Well, we're'concerned with your statement to th

e Warren Commission to:.' 

0'..-,the,extent'lhat that was probably you
r most immediate recollection along 

. with..-the medical:report. But, you know. when I sa
id we're not concerned 

:tp-:%3 	-.  
'.5with Ahe Warren'Commission, I'm talking about thei

r overall conclusions, 

0.,-andthat''s::.really neither•here nor there to what w
e're doing...We're. after 

-a' very sort'.of':narrow issue. 
 

0 ':-'k.'Eveiybody's- Making some big point, writing the articles,' writ
ing their 

:books',Ao:be'diff.erent- from what the Warren Commiss
ion ̀wrote. 	. e-', 

Well, we're not concerned about that. 

.Actually, the Warren Commission was really handica
pped by being unable 

o'know what they were writing about, except they had 
a body (???)•. 

Since they wrote the report, of course, those photog
raphs were 

-'subsequently reexamined, most recently in conne
ction with the House 

'Committee investigation. And one of the things tha
t got us to ask this 

--,question was, there were some purportedly exact'tra
cings, of one of those 

0 photographs, published by.the commission. And th
at, that one in 

xparticular las raised the question, bec,mise it ap
pears to show the area of 

,.`the back of the head intact, in a way that conflict
s dramatically with 

C) ;what the descriptions given by yourself and othe
rs have at the time. And 

- we're just trying to pin down whether, in fact, th
at apparent conflict 

means something or not, and that's exactly what we'r
e trying to do.- We 

have a scale model of a skull here, would you be wil
ling to draw on that. 

A. I'll show it on your skulls. Cone on out here an
d I'll show you. 	No, 

didn't see a skull, without hair on it,_so r wouldn't
  attempt to'draw it  C 

0 

that skull without hair. 

(unclear) He said. 

A. (Irrelevant' chatter.) To ask me  to draw  on a skull, you want to turn 

.C) that on again? 
" • , 

Q. Yeah. 

1 e I A.'Is'to get some more 
wrong opinion.-isn't  it. 	I didn't see  a skull,:a

s_' 

such. I saw him, with his brain halgini: out. You bo
th have a lot of hair, 

C). lie downright up here. 

Q. OK.. Nils, why don't you work this. 

A. (Irrelevant talk) 

O Q.'Was Ahehead hangirg out over the back? 

(mop Y ,  

PP!' 



right *about there. 

onmYlback-,:for the record, OK? Right. 

()Yk. For,the'things - to see. Now, -I followed Mr.  Kennedy into the emergency 

',•'-:room.'-111ith - people bringing him in. with Secret Service around him, they 
71,:;_wereblocking anybody else coming in and it's (unclear) They didn't know 

() 'whatjodo,:and'they did _very well not knowing what to do, I'd say. I 
.know what I'thoughtas I followed him in from here. He was bigger than 
youor our-cart wassmaller, -because his feet were off this end and his 

0..head'.was-atthatend of it. I don't know how tall he was, but he, filled.  
it  

He filled the:stretcher VP-very well. As'I 'came in, Dr. Carrico, a 
O. surgeon, who was one of the two people—in_the room, two, Jim Carrico and 

Dick Dulany were-in.the room,•'and Jim was just putting an endotracheal " 
.tube'in as T came.'tAlnd I was right:behind the stretcher so he was ready. 

• -- ' 	• 
you were about the  third one in the room,' then? 

0. A.  Yeah.. :.After the-,ones who brought the :Secret Service, (unclear.) 	 C 

led 'by :two nurs"es.:,: - ''I don't knowe  There were two nurses and these two 
':nurses-. . 7-'And 	-I'want•to show you,'you can't tell. 	He had 
'shock•of. hair'a'.1Pt more than yours, so much so that-other people - comin  
into 	the room to do thinEs herei_such as to 	do the tracheostomv, put a  
chest tube ir that side of the chest to start IV's in the feet, could 

C 

    

() even see the top of his head. 
• 

  

Q.  Where were you'in relation to the beau_? 
C) 	 • 
' A.  I was standing right here (Jenkins vas standing at the  head  

stretcher 	cart, with Een lying_on his tack with  the  top or  his 
() pressed 	against Jenkins' abdomenl,_hecaus.e_t.his.ls_wh.tre.ar. 

anesthesiologist usually stands. And 	had my  head.  my belly against his  
head holding endotracheal tube and hreathinE for him iith my_hand on a  

0 "breathing bag here. And so that's right, ir_you would approach,  this was  
the entrance to the room back here, the stretcher was toward the wall, and 
if you came in like this you would rot see the top of the head. 

O. Uh, huh. 

() A. So nobody can - tell you.  

Q. You were on his left side. 
C) 

Q.  Did you at any time observe ary.wounds  in the  head  at all? 

0 A.  Oh yeah, of course I did. 

of the 
head 

A.  Nobody but the autonsy people can tell you how big a wound it was in 
the head. • 

4 

( 



. Where were ,they?,' What did you se'? 
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A.  But I'm'not going to tell you how big,  nr that, because that's not what  

(0 0. Well,'we're not-asking the size, we're interested in the location.  Was  

I was looking at. Because  part of his brairL2Aish4LaLLI.D.there, 

it in the occipital area, or occipital-parietal, or  towards the front, or  0 where was the wound? '• 
, • 

A.  Right- therel'tecause his brain's banging_out right. here over the edge 0 of the table, you see. 

C 

• 

were n t even 

o 

C.  You're  p 
0 side. OK.  

- the parietal area above the ear there on the- right 

.'So he still had this hair, and the_other Teoule coming in 
a position to see that he had a head wound. 	 . 

.  Was-there''any wound In the back of tl-e head? 

A. 	You're the President. We're trying to resuscitate 	him. I:m_going_to_ ',raise your head and look at  it? 	No, of course not. Now, I'm - just. trying 4 to give you an answer to i/t.• 

.'You just'neverlooked. Right. 

0 
Q. Without the fingers? 

That: was not - what I was there to lo. And I didn't turn  him over and  
him around. You know, I knew his wound was-------1-----h-Ts--bra-Th wES—Fanging -Out herd_., I knew he still 1--ad hair up here, 1pidden.  I could 

see a wound, an open area in here, it's above the ear.  parietal, it's. :'_about the size of the palm of your hard.  

A. - Yeah. Novi, don."t get up, because I want to finish this demonstration, Ben. You - guys are trying to find out ard I want you to know what the •• ,problems-are. IS that all right? 
() 
;ft.Q. Sure.  You did see, you saw brain tissue? 

C) A.  Yeah. There was some harging - but here - bv  a thread, ana  I thoupht it  
was cerebellum, but I didn7t examine it. I know a cerrebellum when I see its really, but this was damaged brain hanging  out.  

©' :Q.  So you re not sure at this point whether it was cerebellum  or not?  
() 	.  Ch no, I know it wasn't. 

. You know. it wasn't? 
• . 

Yeah. 

But your impression at the time was  that  it wes? 

. (MORY) 

0 
, 	A. 

0 Q • CC) 



''A.  Well that' was what I gave on an interview 	later. T said 	Part of it 
*cerebellum.-,  I didet, that was the reason that I just wasn't thinking of.  

Q.  Didn'tyou'say  that as recertly  ES last year in that irterview with 
American Medical News? 

No, it was threeyears ago, wasn' it? 
. 	_ 

I-.thought ':7P, 70. 

Oerrebellum'is at the base 

Yeah. 

0 Q.  So you re s-aiing-that—that's„ that you were mistaken in that? • 

Yeah. Well, -I was, no, I might have been, because it would come out of  
the third, it would have been back here it it had been. I think so. So'I 	C 
was standing here, and the others as we knew, you instinctively knew you 

.> had to go through a resuscitative procedure. I was breathing for him, orie 
() of them listened to his chest, we had no breath sound on that side,'they 	C) 

—*put a chest tubein, -in through, between the ribs. During this time 
they'd cut his clothes off him. I 'don't recall how they got the ,tie off.'  

	

`() But I guess they' just cut„it off here with the knot still intact: •They 	CD 
;,.'cut his clothes off and all of these. So 	just remembered the things” 
z'that I saw "at the• time, while I was breathing for him. That he had this 

() wound in his neck, which I knew when T came in because Dr. Carrico said as .0 
he put this.endotracheal tube in, "He has a hole in his trachea. Below 

'the larynx, and the tube may not be beyond it.' So that' was the real 
() reason we did the tracheostomy,.beceuse the wound was so low, we'll.  

C. That's OK, we don t care about the tracheotomy. 

A. Now listen. I don't, you et me lisitated. You came to ask me things 
and I want to 'tell you. 	you don't rant to hear them, we'll stop it. , 

Q. Oh, all 'right. 

o A. I've had so many people in, I'm sick of it. You understand? All 
right, now,' what do you want to hear? I'm sorry to be this way, but I get 
infringed on. 

0 
O. We're primarily'interested in 'the issue of the head wound. Can I get' 
up now? 

A. No, I want to finish. I want to be'sure we get this settled. Why  
you're not going.  to get from anybodv 	here. 	what the 	size of 	this wound 

0 

• 
the location is important.  

.  Oh, no question about that. 

of 

C 

C 

C 

0 

iFn 

1- 
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() .Q. Andthere isa.7couflict 'about the location in a very fundamental way; 
.%.:4s -to.whether,itVas back here, really occipitally,.or more up parietally 

wellinot, -this was the parietal area here. Fe  still had as much'  
air'aslIradlee has or had more. • So it'really didn't show.  

• You_'re 

	

	. 
saying,lhOUgh.:that'you never. lifted up the head to examine - the 

rear7of thehead'.'''Are you excluding the Possibility of a -rear head wound, 
or are you-saying-that you just didn't look, You didn't have the  chance'to 
examine At.' 

dripped off.  

you don t believe there 'was a wound occipital 

• No, Uh, uh. :'So it  (bloody was coming out' here 'because 
ith each time they compressed the chest, down  here.  

. Some of the peole present-have been ouoted at various times, sneaking 
f•someone, and it s not been identified who,. lifting up the head at some 

,oint.''Jou,didn'A see that? :Clark, Clark. -: Was it Clark? 

C) A.  Oh, this was- the end of its when  they were doing a  resuscitation and  
_didn't 	know that he had the head wound, and when a Priest  came to the  
doors  I went over and asked him what's the Proper time  to declare a 
Catholic dead -in order  to administer the last rites. I turned over what I 
was.doing to one of my other staff who was here;  So then when he pave me 
his ansyer,. I came back and. said, "We might es well give up, we can't 
resuscitate." 'And that was when this only (???l exrination was done.  
Dr. Clark did examine it then, but only  to the extent of,  I guess, like  

0..Polling'it over.  Put you weren't  in a position where .you could then 
look at the same time that he was  doing_that? 

A.  Wella l was.Lbut  I did  not, You know, that wasn't the (unclear). 

C. You didn't see anything further at t'o.at point that you hadn't seen 
before? 

. , 
Oh no, rm 	 it,'because with the cardiac 

compression they were doing,._standing-where I was.„'hlood came out of this 
wound up here and went down my front and into my shoes. 'Had there been 
wound -on - the back of his head it would have filled up the 'whole thing and 

.A. No, I knew he  ha d_ a hole, a bullet hole in the hack  of his neck. :,.  
- 

_ _ . — _ 

Q. You did? 

A• 
,'A.- 2ecause I had found that. 'Rut hut I he_'t, you knew, you ask me i 	- 	4- 

.---:. about looking for the head, and I d  have to  answer  correctly  that I didnt 

.() 'really look at the head. "Rut, in feelinF it, you want to be a patient 
-,'..here? To get•  a complete picture of this, you need to have the patient 

..:.- - 	- 	(MOP F) 

could see'it 
0 



it5 

;A.own that I'm telling you ahout. 

hink I'll gain something from 

A.: Well,". I 'think so. -- t'.t. Bradlee didn't want to lie down, but I'll tell '± you— aboutthis,— vhy some of the reasons people were confused about At. 4)-  01C.- 'Inorder torpull his head back, to get better to do the tracheostomy, „ 
A ,,64',this was'a low wounct.in his neck in front. Well, I had to do hat,'Lhad  : .to stabilize his'head for that. So in ut ing  my hand back_b...er.elput7my ,-.. Aitv finger in a burreci4o_lirl_d:7-----7----------...  • -.- 	.• --,_ 

.i ;Q. .S0:You'were:one, of the few "people here who was aware that there was a 4V-woundbackjthere:That was something you told Lattimer only recently, %•:isn'I. it  	 : 	 ,-, •_. 

	

. 	• 
\ : 	• 

put: it in my reports 

YouHdid,initially? That you felt a bullet wound back. Iher e? 

)1 A. I dictated:a . Teport and the FBI J)1. somebody picked up. •  
C) Q.,That's not the: same report that; was rublished by the Warren Commission? 

A. I don't know,"I haven't read it. 

: O. Because we did read that as it was published there, and there is no reference to it, that I recall. 
CD 	

. 

A. Now, among things I was doing, in addition to.standing like this, which I balanced the head (???), was, ordinarily anesthesiologists feel for C) 'pulses, we don't feel much anymore, we have so many cardioscopes around, ,,;but, one of the disturbing features that came as people Lot thinking, such : as, that guy in New Orleans, who was that? 

0 A. Garrison. Uh. (Click in tapei. Jenkins- becomes suddenly. louder. I believe we now moved back to Jenkins' own office.) I toll you it was  above 	his right ear. and we had t h at wound,_and 	so I wouldn't 	be able to really say here whether it came across . these suture lines or not.  I know what it was because I •read Dr. LattiTer's report._  But I think I  would be  rot honest if I said today I can tell  yflu  where  it was,_because  I lust  couldn't point out where I saw  it. 	And we recognized,  of course, that an 	C.,  
area of skull can, as we see. this often„. there_was  a much  bigger  niece of  bone blown out than there is a hole  in the_scalp in_patients  who have  unshot wounds of the scalp.  

Q. Uh, huh. Doctor, I'd like to show you now a -drawing I think you've () seen before. It's the photograph of the rear, a tracing of a photograph • of the rear of the President's heed taken pt the autopsy. Would the rear of the head., 	 sPid_you  didn't really actu?lly_ .0 se  the back of his head, but is there  aryfFing  in that  photqcraph_ T 	C: Lox  that would be  inconsistent with  what you saw. 
Th'OP7) 
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(pause 

; 	 • Q ;foul- haven 

• le 

before. 	I don't. 

- ;, A:'Don't'know„"but I suppose this is that bone fragment  hanging from the 
side, and part of :the brain was  hanging out there by a string, .7-That was 

	

D.%what I had` erroneously, in talking to that AM reporter, said was ,
,. 	• ' 

-7-:-- cerebellum,- when. it's cerebrum. If I said cerebellum, that's .the way it 
,...,was'reported:'-' 	No, I wouldn't be able 	to say whether 	that's 	right or 0 'wrong,except that, I wbuldn't be able.to  sav  that was Mr. Kennedys 
Zpicture of him or - anybody else, but  I. 

Cr..Q.'Would there be anything inconsistent  with what vou rememberl'assuming 
that were Kennedy's head. He said that he didn't see the back of.the 

• •,• 
, • .. 	, 

bead. 

IC.:No t  But I, this picture, if—it were a little lower 
:::more, because. That's a drawing,_it's—nct a.  

could tell you 

Yeah, Ws .a. tracing from a photogra7h purportedly. 

. Because my impression was'of much more Lair than thatcand this 
ound a little lower than that, the site of entrance.. Where his neck 
wound. 

. That s'*not'supposed tebe the neck wound. • . 7 .-• 
ji.'No, I know. ' 

• 

was saying I would not be  able to 

. 	. 
bullet 

0:while ago? 	 TO7e-  0/4 / 	t(- ?, 
A. Yeah I guess that's the reason it's rot me in'a bad humor about it. 

O .  was in.just.recently, wasn't he? WjtUr a year? 

Q._Ee_IIIKAotone). says that he showed you this picture and 
as saying,  • No, not like  that, not like that."-V-a-1) 

▪ I said I wouldn't look  at the picture. I said.  Re burst past my 
secretary and entered, and on my..desk,__and I didn't look at it, no. 

	

. • pe  44411-€4, 4,0v 	livtehre/v C̀le;Al 
0 	 1,115 tokuy ot,N 	A..k1 	-/cr 	r )441  iteqd, itud„„0.1, 

quoting me wrong. Has he published something on it? 

44 1 1 
Q. I see. 

Q. You probably.  been interviewed by several people over the years, you 
.indicate that you're kind of sick of all this. Do you recall being talked 

my a'gentleman . who represented himself as Harry Livingstone a jittle• 

He's 

he quotes you 

0 	No. Just ,a little newsletter. ire's a critic. 	Let me show you one 
..:other drawing; here. 	Several doctors ir,? or record as describing the wound 
1n-  the posterior part of the head. You're saying it was much further 

(,..f orward. Dr. McLelland among others, rerers to it as being in the, more in 
''..the• 'occipital region of the head. Cuoting from him, his testimony. "I 

(MOB:') 
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-----*.noted the rifht•:posterior portion of the skull had been extremely 
blasted."-.:,' It goes 'on to give a detailed description, and based on 

I 
	description, an artist prepared this drawing for a book. 
 I I d like' to show that to you, and emphasize that mcIellerd himself 
0 did not prepare Ihat, but an artist based on the description that Dr.  
,.:';'McLelland 'gave to the Warren Commission, Prepared that drawing. Could  you 

'''.comment• on that? 

his 

• 

A. Well .; yeah that wasn't it. 	That's ehout all 'I'd say about 	it. • This is 
:''obviously a wound of exit here. No„ that7s not in  the right place at all .  

Well,,•let Joe discuss this with you a 	t. Cm not trying  to, I would not  
- attack the' integrity of any of my colleagues on  this, but  there was not  

much 	time spent in examining. OnceheVJas declared dead.  33,e 0.3az1gt,  
And the .reason for it, is Secret •Service was hovering, circling. - 

Mrs..,Kennedy vas:-)aovering.. We :tried to keep her out of the room. -But as 
,:_'soon -  as he was 'declared dead: arid Mrs. vennedy and the priest came to the 

body•,• well people left.  There was  no—examination of the body afterwards. 
The 	look at the 'head was only 	that very momentary by all who 	were there 
doing the resuscitative process. When 	came back and said, there s no 
chance of saving him, he has a ,head injury, -which was not , which is always,. 
right 'near doingvit, -others on each side who had come around 'near-the ' 
front,' I'd said he has a head injury, and had moved away to show:the 
extent 'of it.' So maybe Dr.  McLelland did see it but this was not what 	 Ey 
idea 	was 	Fad' it been here, 	he 'would have been lying on  it 'His head  

.• would have been flat on it and. I wouldn't have been able to see it. He  
was lying on the  stretcher there, well then, with that shock of hair, and 	A 

.t.\-  seeing this above the ear,  and the string of brain hanging down. By above 
.•:the ear ,I.mean - cephalad Ttoward the top of -the-head) to the ear. I don't.  

know. 

:Co  So„ is this drawing,  'I'm showing you row another drawing iLattimerl 
prepared by someone who viewed the autonsy_rhotograoh.  Is that drawing  
showinE that wound more consistent  with what you observed? 

A. Well,' let me, Mr. Bradlee, I'd have to insist. again. I  couldn't observe  
arlything like' this because of the hair and because I already know, and  
it s knowledge I have otherwise that would make ne sq.  this that we see a  

.lot of patients who have been shot throuch the head  an' there's a very  
small scalp wound and a large amount of hone gone. That  you can blast a • 
lot of bone in the exit side of a wound, it can come out  through a small  
scalp tear.  And  so I would have had no idea.  I couldn't  have said then,.  
that day or any'other2  how big that wound  was,  how big the bony deformity 
was. . 

Q.' That was a drawing prepared by Lattimer.  . just for your information. 
-.There s nothing inconsistent. Or can:you even sav whether there's  
anything inconsistent about that? -You say you can't say? 

:.1No, that wouldn 't be inconsistent. because here he's,, we would have 
hio, 	his head on 	the stretcher at this -ooint, and so that. outs all the 
wound well above the stretcher, and  tbat"-S-  what I can see with His head on 
the stretcher.  

your report, I believe you referred to an explosion, so the wound, 

' 	 (MO? 



= . 	• 
that you cited in the parietal area you would characterize as a 'explosion? -  

0 Exit or entrance'.7 

Well , 	usually.. I should have read over what I said. What page was 1.  
that on? 

. Well ', '  we think of _it as, -exit wounds we think- of them as exploding when 
C) they come through -  the skull . 

':A. (unclear) 	just the common express ion that's used, you know. 
';!Exploding 	At comes out. It usually gc e s in with' a pretty" small' bored 

:0 hole : if it 's a **high velocity bullet. If it 's low velocity and rolling, '" 
then it damages 'going in, but usually the high pressure:ones._ we see, 

:make 'a small *hole going in and a big hole, blasted, exploded -.put *of the:-• 
..othe;7..side, 

Q. So' that was your.;  

.* So if. IL,used. the term exploded that 's what I 

0 Q• Well I think that 's all I have . 

.'` Well , I haven 't been every helpful , and I 'm sorry. 
• '- 

Q. Well, you stated your opinion. You ]la ve been helpful, weappreciate 
your taking the' time. 

'• - 
a citation from your Warren Commission testimony, or,-  

sure." -* 

- ( E N T,  ) 


